Backward masking refers to reduced visibility of a target stimulus when it is followed by a mask stimulus. The conditions under which masking occurs, and some special properties and uses of backward masking, are well summarized in other papers in this issue (Breitmeyer this volume, Enns, & Oriet, this volume). This paper looks at the status of quantitative models, considers some issues and limitations about such models, and then explores how to proceed in a way that will improve the study and use of backward masking. A Type A masking function is shown in Figure 1a 
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Studies of masking often vary the timing between the target and mask stimulus. A measure of target visibility plotted against the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between the target and mask is called a masking function. Empirical work typically finds two types of masking functions, referred to as Type A and Type B.
A Type A masking function is shown in Figure 1a Whether Type A or Type B masking is produced depends on the target, mask, experimental task, and conditions of the experiment, as is discussed in other papers in this issue (Breitmeyer this volume, Bridgeman this volume, Herzog, this volume) .
Scholarly papers on backward masking often describe it as mysterious, paradoxical, or surprising.
These claims about backward masking are of two types. First, it is surprising to some researchers that a trailing mask can affect the visibility of the leading target. Indeed, the phenomenological appearance of the target-mask sequence is sometimes that only the mask is presented. This result is surprising for some views of neural processing that supposes information proceeds in a feed forward manner. In some such views, the earlier target information would always be at a neural location where the mask information was not. In such a view, masking requires the mask information to lead ahead in space (or backward in time) to interfere with the target percept. Bugmann and Taylor (2005) demonstrates that the same basic principle robustly applies even when it is embedded in a much more complicated system.
AbstrAct
There is value to both kinds of implementations of the principle.
On the other hand, this kind of repetition is not often recognized as repetition. The models of Weisstein (1972) and Bridgeman (1971) have often been considered as very different models, but Francis (2000) showed that both models operate with a common ba- and this effect is a property of many different models of backward masking (Francis & Herzog, 2004) . Thus, all of these models predict that if the target and task are held fixed, then variations in the mask (intensity, duration, or shape) could vary the shape of the masking function from Type A to Type B, but only such that the masking function curves do not intersect.
We have now identified several circumstances where this prediction does not hold (Francis & Cho, 2007; Francis & Herzog, 2004) . Figure 2b combines data from two experiments in Francis and Cho (2007) , where the target and task were always the same (identify the orientation of a half disk target among three full disk distracters), but the spatial shape of the mask varied.
The main finding is that variations in the spatial shape of the mask lead to Type A or Type B masking functions, but that these masking function shapes were not related to the overall strength of masking.
This data presents a significant problem for all of the current models. There is no variation of parameters that will allow the models to match this experimental finding. There needs to be entirely new kinds of models with properties quite different from the current models.
One of the key problems with the current models is that they do not have a sufficiently rich representation of the spatial properties of the target and mask stimuli (Herzog, this volume). For many of the models, the representation of the mask is simply a numerical value that changes over time. This is explicitly the case for the models by Weisstein (1972) , Anbar and Anbar (1982) , Bachmann (1994) , Di Lollo et al. (2000), Francis (2003a) , and Francis and Cho (2005) . Even for models that include a spatial representation of stimuli, the calculations of masking often reduce the mask's effect on the target to a single numerical value. Francis (2000) showed that this was the case for the recurrent lateral inhibition model of Bridgeman (1971 Bridgeman ( , 1978 , and a similar conclusion appears to be true for the models of with current models sometimes take days or weeks (Francis, 1997; Purushothaman et al., 2000) to car- (a) Simulation results from the model of Francis and Cho (in press) and Bruner (1974) found that masking was stronger when observers were dark adapted. The data in Figure   4 are averaged across several SOAs. In contrast, Bischof and Di Lollo (1995) found that masking was absent when observers were dark adapted, but strong when observers were light adapted. The data in Figure   4 are from the faintest stimuli in each condition, averaged across many SOAs. Both studies appear to be conducted properly, so the conclusion is that the effect of dark adaptation is sensitive to many details of the task, stimuli, observers, and other experimental con- 
Sensitive effects of dark and light adaptation on masking.
In one study, masking is stronger with dark adaptation than with light adaptation. In the other study just the opposite was found. The small quantitative differences in the Purcell et al. (1974) data relative to that of Bischof & Di Lollo (1995) 
Feed forward and feedback models
There has been substantial discussion, both within the field of masking and elsewhere, about the importance of feedback within models. Some researchers have taken the stand that certain experimental findings rule out feed forward models (Di Lollo, Enns, & Rensink, 2000 . This topic deserves some addi- though, the behaviour of the system is more important than the anatomy. Currently there is no known model behaviour that can be used as a "marker" for feedback.
Worse still, there is no clear connection between anatomical feedback and mathematical equations.
Consider the two different anatomical systems in Figure 5 . The system on the left has anatomical feedback while the system on the right does not. The circles can be thought of as neurons or populations of neurons; the details are not so important for the current discussion. Because we are interested in the dynamics of perception, it is natural to describe the "activity" of the units with differential equations that describe the instantaneous changes in activity. The feedback system might be described with a pair of differential equations:
and (1) ( 2) http://www.ac-psych.org
Gregory Francis dx(t)
Here, the capital letters indicate parameters and the terms -Ax(t) and -Cy(t) indicate passive decay. The activity from the higher level, y(t), feeds back in to the equation for activity at the lower level, x(t), through the term By(t). In this case, the mathematical layout of terms appears to match the anatomical structure.
For the feed forward system on the right there might be only one equation.
dx(t)
_____ dt
= -Fx(t) + I(t)
The term -Fx(t) again indicates passive decay and there is no feedback from higher areas. Now let us add one further condition to the system. 
This has a significant effect on how we can describe the rest of the feedback system. If we replace y(t) in equation (1) with the right hand side of equation (4), we get
Now define the parameter
If we combine the terms in equation (5) 
usInG A moDel oF mAskInG
Having identified what a quantitative model of backward masking might look like, we now turn to whether it should be built. The question is whether there is sufficient need for a model to justify the required effort http://www.ac-psych.org and expense. In an attempt to answer affirmatively we can consider some possible uses of such a model.
Create an ideal mask for a given target and task.
Backward masking is commonly used to study other aspects of cognition. At the moment the properties of the mask are found by experimental trial and error. Such work is frustratingly slow and inefficient. A good model might be able to speed up the process by identifying mask properties that would be able to mask the target properties most important to the experimenter. 
conclusIons
Backward masking is an important topic that is used throughout psychology both to investigate visual perception and as a tool to study other aspects of cognition. Unfortunately, there is currently no theory of how backward masking operates that can guide researchers on how to use masking. In particular, all of the quantitative models of backward masking have recently been shown to be invalid because they lack a sufficient representation of visual space.
These findings suggest that new types of models of backward masking are needed. It seems that a new model needs to deal with both space and time so that it can work with visual stimuli that are similar to those used in psychophysical experiments. The model needs to be flexible enough to operate in a variety of experimental situations and be connected to many different perceptual tasks. The model needs to be described in neurophysiological terms. The model needs to be structured in such a way that it can be used by nonmodelers. Finally, the model needs to be able to make particular predictions of neurophysiological and mental behaviour so that it can be tested and developed in a meaningful way.
